Trip Report
Rich Phillips and Jim Libbin
September 16 through 30, 2005
I.

Friday and Saturday, September 16 and 17. Rich Phillips and Jim Libbin left Las
Cruces Friday morning, September 16, for the flight to Tel Aviv via Houston and
Amsterdam (Appendix A). We used the time during a 12-hour layover in Amsterdam to
visit a Las Cruces friend who is working for NATO at The Hague. We took a train from
Schilpol Airport into Leiden, where we walked the downtown market area and observed
the flower, cheese, fish, meat, and vegetable stands as well as a grocery supermarket. We
arrived at our Tel Aviv hotel after a taxi ride from the airport at 2:30am Sunday morning,
September 18.

II.

Sunday, September 18. Our only Sunday activity was a meeting with Mike Martin, of
the USAID West Bank-Gaza Mission’s Private Enterprise Office, at his home north of
Tel Aviv. We discussed the NMSU team’s interests, capabilities and purpose for visiting
Israel, Jordan and the West Bank. Mike mentioned several possible areas of interest in
Gaza and the West Bank. Our role as participants in a Cooperative Agreement rather
than direct USAID contractors gives us additional freedom to participate in projects on
the West Bank. Mike specifically mentioned an assessment project of West Bank
agricultural universities and extension capabilities that would be helpful to the USAID
WB-G mission. We are not sure of the scope of this assessment project or the time
frame. Mike was not specific, but invited us to meet him in Jerusalem on Thursday,
September 29 to further discuss possibilities for cooperation.
We did some sightseeing Sunday afternoon (including a swim in the Mediterranean just a
block from our hotel) and evening and ate dinner in Jaffa (about a 45-minute walk south
of our hotel), right on the shoreline. On Monday morning, we hired a driver to take us to
Tiberias, by way of Nazareth and Cana, arriving at our hotel about 3pm.

III.

Monday, September 19. The International Arid Lands Consortium group reached the
Tiberias hotel about 5pm and the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meeting (agenda
attached as Appendix B) started at 6pm and continued after dinner. We reported on the
history and process of the Yemen project, from beginning to end (see Appendix C). We
responded to questions and with Bob Freitas’ assistance tried to explain why we could
not continue with the Yemen-USAID Cooperative Agreement. Although there was a
substantial amount of discussion concerning USAID interaction, there was no criticism of
our project. We were encouraged by TAC to seek a new cooperative agreement in Jordan
and/or the West Bank-Gaza. Our segment is included in the budget proposal to be
submitted to the IALC Board of Directors (Appendix D). From Tiberias, on the western
shore of the Sea of Galilee, we could see the Golan Heights and were close to Capernaum
(site of the Sermon on the Mount) and the Jordan River.

IV.

Tuesday, September 20. We left our Tiberias hotel early Tuesday morning for a bus trip
to visit an agro-eco-tourism development in a former lake/swamp area near Quiryat
Shemona in northern Israel. The area was drained in the 1950s and then allowed to refill
partially later. Farmers rent land from the Israeli government on 3- to 49-year leases to
grow a variety of fruit, tree, and agronomic crops including peanuts, sunflowers, corn,
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and alfalfa. Lease rates are set nationally on areas that were originally purchased in the
1930s and 1940s by the Jewish National Fund (an IALC member organization) to reestablish Israel.
We rode a tram to the top of Minacca Cliffs and looked out over the Hula Valley and
were able to see southeastern Syria and southwestern Lebanon. During the tram ride, we
were able to see a larger reforested area. Pine trees were planted to stabilize mountain
slopes. Currently, the area is a mixed conifer-hardwood forest, with pines, cedar, and
native oak species that regenerated under the planted cover. Drip-irrigated apples and
dryland olives were grown on a kibbutz at higher elevations above the Hula Valley.
After lunch at an Arabic restaurant, the bus stopped at a new reforestation area where
each of us was given a tree to plant and a certificate that we had planted our tree in Israel.
Normally, Keren Kayemeth LeIsrael - JNF charges a fee for this activity. Later, we
drove to the Jordan River Border Crossing between Israel and Jordan and then on to
Amman by way of Irbid, arriving about 8:30pm.
V.

Wednesday, September 21. Our first function on Wednesday was a presentation by the
Secretary General of the Higher Council for Science and Technology near the University
of Jordan campus in Amman. HCST is a public-private enterprise concentrating on
application of frontier technology to enhance the socio-economic development of Jordan.
It hopes to promote research and development based regional development. The director
talked about a major paradigm shift in the Council’s thinking away from programs for the
poor, toward programs that would promote entrepreneurs who in turn would generate
jobs and income. There is also a Council for Higher Education that is concerned with
education policy and basic research. HCST applies technology and research. HCST’s
board of directors is composed of eight ministers (including those of agriculture, water
and irrigation, trade, and finance). 5.5 million people live in Jordan. 80% of the country
is arid or semi-arid. There are 21 universities in Jordan now, but 30 are expected soon.
The Badia Research and Development Center (BRDC) is an arm of the HCST and is a
member of the IALC Board of Directors. The secretary general mentioned a new
business incubator section, and a new agro-business incubator that was recently started.
He also mentioned a National Fund for Enterprise Support that can be used to support
and finance business expansion and development. HCST has a contractual relationship
with Sandia National Labs, especially in the areas of water management and
nanotechnology.
While the IALC board members met with the Royal Scientific Society, Rich and Jim met
with a food technologist at the University of Jordan – Dr. Malik Hadadin. Malik
described his work with new product development, especially using camels for various
products including cheese. Camel cheese is still an experimental product, but it seems to
have good shelf-life properties. He also works with sheep cheeses, but camels flourish in
the Badia, are drought resistant and produce 30 liters of milk per day. There are strong
human benefits to camel milk – the milk has a defense mechanism against lysteria,
salmonella, and E coli. It is also rich in vitamin C. It is a non-allergenic milk source for
lactose-intolerant people. Its meat quality is good, as it has a total fat content less than
1% and is low in cholesterol. Camel droppings are 2.5% moisture, so they can be used as
a heat source. Camel fibers can also be used for coats and blankets. In 1921, Jordan had
250,000 camels, but today has only 7,000. Camels eat dead plants, making them an ideal
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animal for arid rangelands. The gestation period for camels is 12 months. Malik is also
working on extraction of essential oils from seeds to identify active ingredients, on olive
oil products, and on honey products. Olive oil contains polyphenolic compounds, an
antioxidant not present in vegetable oils. He is trying to develop a new bee product with
anti-viral, antibiotic, and anti-oxidant properties.
After lunch, we met with Omar Hamarneh, the director of the information technology
iPark business incubator (a part of HCST). They now have 17 companies they are
working with in the incubator to commercialize technology. Their primary emphasis is
on finance, networking, administration (management and accounting), and legal aspects
of developing new businesses in Jordan. Their most difficult challenge is to get
entrepreneurs, especially technologically oriented individuals, to develop business plans.
They accept and evaluate applicants on the basis of business plan development and
provide access to senior consultants to write the business plan. They incubate businesses
for about two years, forcing companies to either graduate or quit at the end of the twoyear period. If a company can’t succeed in two years in the information technology area,
it probably never will. iPark offers no scheduled short courses, but does provide some
training along the way. Part of the funding for iPark comes from rent paid by the
incubating company. They do not take an equity position in the new company being
assisted.
We ended the afternoon with a quick tour of the Jordan River valley. Akrum arranged for
a driver to take us on a 40 km section of the river road, Highway 65, from Muthallath
Aridah to Al Kafrayn. The farming was intensive, mostly transplanted vegetables and
citrus and banana plantations. The technology included extensive hothouses for offseason vegetable production, greenhouses for transplant production, plastic ground
mulches, floating mulches, and drip irrigation. This short visit did not give us time to
fully understand the production practices or challenges, but it gave us a reference point.
A joint dinner was hosted by BRDC Wednesday evening.
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VI.

Thursday, September 22. Thursday morning’s bus ride took us 3 hours south of
Amman to Wadi Mousa (Moses Valley), toward the archaeological sites at Petra and the
IALC-University of Arizona wastewater reuse demonstration site. Along the way we
saw phosphate mines, dryland prepared for planting wheat and barley in mid-November,
and sheep and goat herds grazing on severely overgrazed rangeland. The Thursday
afternoon tour to the IALC cooperative project showed us the use of reclaimed water
from the community wastewater treatment facility. The farms in this project were all
drip-irrigated using the waste effluent of a community-sized wastewater treatment plant.
The farmers’ cooperative divided the irrigated land among a group of farmers to produce
alfalfa, fruit trees, barley and wheat. One entrepreneur is producing native tree seedlings
for fruit trees and native landscaping trees. As we talked to the farmer and the University
of Arizona project director there was clear concern that the producer would likely be
forced out of business within a year due to lack of sales. Clearly this is a common,
recurring problem everywhere in agriculture. Production without marketing is a
prescription for disaster in the Unites States or in Jordan.
Late Thursday evening, we held a discussion of the West Bank and potential for joint
projects among Israeli, Jordanian participants as well as U.S. members of IALC. The
group included Bob Freitas (IALC), Mohammad Shabahz (BRDC), Saad Alayyash
(BRDC), Gill Atsmon (KKL), Omri Bonneh (KKL), Joe Hess (JNF), Akrum Tamimi
(University of Arizona), Rich and Jim. The purpose of the meeting was to explore topics
that could involve multiple institutions through the IALC (mainly trying to link Israeli,
Jordanian, and West Bank institutions). The Sustainable Development of Drylands
project is the likely umbrella. We discussed such topics as water, grazing, agriculture
(meaning crop production), and irrigation. Could jointly sponsored workshops be held in
Israel or Jordan? The answer likely depends on how the Palestinian Authority (PA) is
approached and involved. Mohammad was most interested in capacity building for the
nucleus of a new state, divided into three segments: 1. human resources, 2. framework
(legal, specifications, and standards), and 3. direct and indirect activities related to
economic development. Any activity would need to address focused, medium term (3 to
6 month) training, such as Extension, technology transfer and demonstration rather than
basic research. Income generation is critical. Joe proposed a planning meeting. Bob
suggested using a watershed approach to organize thoughts – sustainability, reforestation,
or forestation and proposed a strategic planning developmental workshop for the
sustainable development of one trans-boundary watershed or basin. Such an approach
could involve technical people and decision makers. The watershed concept involves
land use planning, economics, anthropology, archaeology, and water recharging. IALC is
willing to put in $15,000 as a starter fund to develop this workshop plus another $15,000
to hold the workshop. Bob proposed that NMSU chair a small conference planning
group to organize a strategic planning workshop that would include Gill Atsmon
(representing Israel), Saad Alayyash (Jordan), and Akrum Tamimi (PA). Not only
technical, but institutional barriers must also be identified and addressed in this type of
workshop/planning session. The initial thought was to hold this planning session in the
latter half of January. There might be USAID (or even European or Japanese, or World
Bank) monies to fund the project developed from the strategic planning workshop. A
critical task of the planning group will be to select the appropriate people to invite.
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VII.

Friday, September 23. We spent the entire morning touring the Petra Archaeological
Park, a city built for 30,000 people between 200 BC and 200 AD on the crossroads of
two major trading routes. The entire city was intricately carved out of the sandstone
cliffs by the Nabatheans, who were reputed to be descended from Abraham through
Ismael. The Nabatheans were master water harvesters and built an awesome series of
check dams, water storage pits, stone water canals, and even a tunnel to divert flood
water away from the main entrance to Petra.
After lunch in a carved cave which was said to once have been used as a Christian church
in the Byzantine era, Akrum accompanied us back to Amman via the King’s Road north
from Petra / Wadi Mousa. Along the way we saw perhaps the worst example of
overgrazing I have ever seen, rivaled only by the Navajo nation. Like the Navajo lands,
Jordanian grazing lands are not fenced and not leased. Vast acreages of drylands were
tilled (by chisel although I did see a few small one-way (4-disk) disks and even a couple
of single moldboard plows. There appears to be no opportunity cost for producing wheat
and barley on these lands, despite the 165-225mm annual rainfall amounts that must
translate to poor yields. Most of the land was tilled with Massey Ferguson tractors (in
addition to other U.S. and European makes, including Ford) in the 35- to 75-horsepower
range. We also saw many relatively small (<100 trees) olive orchards that have all been
planted within the last 10 years or so. Although they might water newly established
olives (and we did see one fairly large olive orchard (500 trees)), olives are generally not
irrigated. Akrum says the drier the climate, the better the oil. Olives were introduced in
Jordan as an alternative cash crop. Because it was Friday afternoon, and before the
beginning of the harvest season, we saw no open olive presses to visit. We further saw
tomatoes, grapes on drip irrigation near a dam (which appeared to be approximately the
size of Caballo Lake).

VIII.

Saturday, September 24. After spending the night at the Grand Hyatt Amman once
again, we left early for a trip to the Badia and the BRDC projects northeast of Amman.
We first stopped to pick up Malik and then traveled north to Mafraq to pick up Saad and
the BDRC veterinarian. From Mafraq, we traveled east to Salem Safah Al-Oun’s home
near Sabha. Salem is an assistant professor in marketing at Al Al-Bayt University in
Mafraq, a farmer, and a former BRDC director for the Badia projects. He offered coffee
and then camel’s milk. We began to walk toward his farm and livestock pens behind his
house, but stopped for coffee in the traditional Bedouin style in a Bedouin tent that is
used daily by Salem Al-Oun’s extended family. We talked a great deal about the
problems and issues of irrigated in the Badia. Salem’s family maintains 11 camels, a
large sheep flock and goat herd, and about six Holstein-type milking cows. We stopped
at one of his tomato fields currently being harvested and packed for international sales in
wooden boxes (primarily for export to the east to the Gulf States and south to Saudi
Arabia) and local fresh market sales in plastic crates similar to a U.S. plastic 4-gallon
milk crate. They were also producing cabbage, watermelons, and cucumbers under black
plastic plus tube irrigation. Tomato hand harvesters are primarily women who used to
manage sheep. Now they are collected locally every morning (working 8am to 2pm for
3.5 JD per labor hour) to harvest (1 JD = $1.40 US). Many are Syrians living in Bedouin
tents. Cash rental rates for land are 15 JD for vegetables per dunnum or 5 JD for nonirrigated barley to use the fertilizer residual. A dunnum is 1/10 of a hectare and is the
common unit of land measurement in Jordan. Salem’s well is 400 m deep and pumps 60
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m3 per hour. Salem hires a greenhouse owner to grow seedlings in the Jordan Valley.
The tomato producer buys seed, hires a seedling grower to grow transplants, and then
takes the seedlings home to transplant into black plastic covered beds irrigated with
plastic tubes using holes for emitters.
Tomato growers use brokers / middlemen to sell domestic market fresh produce beyond
the immediate local (village / farmers market) area. They attempt to sell any late
tomatoes or the portion of the crop that they could not sell on the fresh market to a local
tomato processor. After leaving the tomato field, we visited the tomato processor, Shafa
Food Industries Company. There were several problems between tomato growers and the
processor; contractual difficulties really boiled down to a lack of trust on both sides.
Farmers did not want to plant only the seed variety the processor wanted. Farmers
wanted to plant to hit the fresh market and sell leftovers to the processing plant. After all,
that was what the plant was built for. But, the processing plant needs more a steadier
volume, and a different variety. However, they are not willing to pay more to attract that
volume. 42 JD per ton for raw processing tomatoes is a normal price, but prices have
been as high as 50 JD. There is great distrust on grading (we need a USDA / NMDA
grader and Vince Hernandez, David Layton, or James Ditmore to travel with us next time
to help figure out how to solve some of these issues) and on payment.
After lunch, we stopped back at Salem’s farm and saw grapes and olives growing. Our
second stop of the day was a 110-member Farmer’s Cooperative, A’naqueed Al-Khair,
built, supervised, and being lead by the BDRC. This was a tremendous stop to see a
cooperative organized by the local community with the BDRC. They have a small sheep
flock and goat herd, three hoop houses, a Sandia-style hydroponic feed production unit,
veterinary services clinic, and a weaving building. They were growing thyme and
tomatoes and were drying tomatoes. But there was no thought given to marketing
anything. There are many opportunities to work with this facility to develop business
plans and marketing channel analyses. Products produced without a market cannot be
called value-added products. Honey jars showed included different sizes of jars and
different colors of honey. Some details mentioned regarding economic issues:
75-90 JD per ton barley – feed cost to the sheep
35-42 JD per ton unseparated grain and straw
3 JD per head per month operating costs (feed, water, veterinary needs)
25-30 kg milk per head per year (sheep)
0.4 JD per kg for milk in 2005
2 JD per head per year in wool
50% lamb crop
Cull ewes at 6 years (primarily due to teeth problems)
90-100 JD fro a pregnant ewe
110-120 JD for a pair
85-90 JD for a cull ewe
55-60 JD for a lamb
2 JD per kg for dried tomatoes
200 JD per dunnum to buy some of this land, without a well.
Feed costs are partially subsidized, but the government is trying to gradually eliminate
the subsidy. There is some seasonal price structure, especially right before Ramadan.
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However, a sacrificial lamb must be >6 months old. So there is a slight price bump about
6 months before the beginning of Ramadan, which is a moving, but predictable target.
IX.

Sunday, September 25. We spent Saturday night at BRDC’s Al Safawi research station
headquarters well east of all of the BRDC research and demonstration sites. We spent the
bulk of Sunday morning in the computer lab catching up on email (including a first report
to Octavio) and reading BRDC reports in the library.
Report 49. Economic and policy trends affecting the production and marketing
systems for small ruminants in the northeast Badia, Jordan, Roger Oakeley, 1997.
Report 58. Bedouin livestock management and socio-economics in the JBRDP
area, Alan Rowe, 1998.
Report 61. Inputs into the Badia livestock production system, Alan Rowe, 1996.
Report 62. Preliminary survey of livestock owners, Darius Campbell, 1995.
Report 59. The use of supplementary animal feed, Roger Oakeley, 1996.
Report 115. Bedu community participation in creating sustainable futures: a case
study of A’naqueed Al-Khair Sustainable Development Project, northeastern
badiyah, Jordan, Issaaf Hawamdeh, 2003.
After asking Saad for copies of six reports, we left to see the three remaining BRDC
research stations; the first was an excellent rangeland rehabilitation project. They marked
off boundaries on a large 100-dunnum grazing area with the assistance of a local
community / cooperative group. They constructed contour ditches to harvest rainwater.
A dramatic increase in range productivity has been developed here, and it has the support
of the grazing community. A simple rock fence, about a foot high, is all that separates
this grazing regeneration demonstration from a heavily overgrazed landscape. But the
villagers agreed to not use the regeneration area until BRDC said it was ready. This
project is begging for an economic analysis. Close to the rangeland project was a sheep
dairy processing plant. Because it now out of season for sheep milking, the facility was
not manned. We saw a modern small scale processing plant with a cooler full of cheese
packed in two-kilo cans. No market had been identified for the cheese.
After the BRDC demonstration site visits, we stopped at Al Al-Bayt University to visit
Salem Al-Oun and his Department Head, Adnan Abu Alhaija. We discussed cooperation
between NMSU and Al Al-Bayt University, including the potential for assistantships for
graduate students at Al Al-Bayt. We also met Dadhir Al-Ansari, Dean of the Institute of
Earth and Environmental Sciences, who wished to pursue the conversion of a former
agricultural high school into an Extension office.
Our last visit of the day before returning to Amman was a visit to the College of
Engineering at Jordan University of Science and Technology (JUST) in Irbid. We met
with four individuals working on a cooperative project with BRDC to study wastewater
reuse. They are irrigating pistachios, ornamental trees, olives, figs, carob, almonds, and
pomegranates (9 species in total), as well as alfalfa, vetch, and barley. They are irrigating
with fresh, with reclaimed, and with fresh/reclaimed replications using trickle and floppy
sprinklers (a relatively recent South African design). They have 550 dunnums in trees,
including 180 dunnums of cactus (prickly pear) with 120 more under development. This
project is a sister project to the one underway in Wadi Mousa and the one underway in
Aquaba. They use chlorinated, two-stage disinfected, campus wastewater plus some
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wastewater from a community nearby (Wadi Hassan). One of the gentlemen who met
with us is an extension professor for the Faculty of Agriculture, Laith. Major questions
raised by the JUST group include how to market the products produced on reclaimed
water. Should they label products as using reclaimed water? They also still need to
develop extension planning and develop a business plan. Other issues include records,
management, labor availability, price fluctuation, advancing age of Badia farmers,
illiteracy, small land holdings and lack of farmer organizations. They hope to find a way
to empower farmers. Precipitation in this area is <200 mm per year. They recognized the
need to improve a monitoring project; the environmental impact statement process so
common to U.S. developers is unknown in Jordan. Specifically, they lack funds to test
for salinity buildup on their projects. They recognize that without this data they will not
be able to develop long-term management programs. They request help in securing funds
for this critical part of their program.
X.

Monday, September 26. We met with Kafa’a and USAID at the U.S. Embassy in
Amman at 9:00am. Attending were Jim Franckiewicz, Setta Tutundjian, Bob Freitas,
Mohammad Shabahz, Akrum Tamimi, Bob Hudgens, and German Sabillon. Part of the
Kafa’a project was to get extension up and running in Jordan. (This was Jim’s highest
priority). The project was extended to the end of 2006, but they remain hard pressed to
get extension going. They are distressed that 2/3 of the water in Jordan goes to
agriculture and the country gets very little for it. The entire USAID Jordan mission is
built around water use and water efficiency, not agriculture per se. Our cooperative
agreement with USAID extends through 2007 and may be extended into 2008. A World
Bank grant given to NCARTT to inventory Jordanian medicinal plants, but that grant did
not extend to the chemical properties of those plants.
Kafa’a’s project areas are defined by the basin boundaries for the Jordan Valley and the
Mafraq areas. They have Offices in Amman and Jordan Valley. A number of
universities involved with Kafa’a including the University of Arizona, Texas A&M
University, North Carolina State University, and the University of California-Davis.
They have 15 more months of involvement (realistically 1 year of implementation and
3months wind-down). Kafa’a is now looking for additional universities to help them fill
in the gaps, especially in extension. Projects they suggested for cooperation include:
1. Electronic library of arid lands information (probably through NCARTT).
2. Strengthening the agricultural extension service throughout Jordan.
a. Field days
b. Brochures
c. Demonstrations
d. Development of subject matter specialists
i. Irrigation management
e. Workshops that Bob would like to have help with
i. IPM
ii. Post-harvest (handling, packaging)
iii. Irrigation management
f. Installation of lysimeters in four agricultural zones
g. National committee -- no coordination among many players. A
master plan for extension is needed.
h. Treated wastewater. Great topic for a regional workshop.
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i. NCARTT has a video conferencing center for downloading seminars.
i. Knowledge centers – 100 are planned for Jordan with computer
access and computer links.
j. Revising and reviewing agricultural curricula at Jordan universities,
especially in extension.
k. Development of a crop suitability map that is GIS-based, including
soil information, crop identification for adaptation.
This list is virtually identical to the list emailed to us before we traveled to Jordan. Bob
provided an overview of the Kafa’a project (Appendix E).
Their main task in a nutshell is to identify problems, especially in post-harvest
technology. Kafa’a did an assessment of native ornamental plants. A report was
prepared but follow up was not completed. Kafa’a has several counterpart institutions,
including the Ministry of Water and Irrigation, the Jordan Valley Authority, and
NCARTT and the Ministry of Agriculture.
The bottom-line of the meeting with USAID was that if does not have to do, in some way
with WATER, they are not interested!
We spent the afternoon on a short excursion to the University of Jordan where we met
with the Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture (Dr. Mostafa Qrunfleh), the Head of the
Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension, and an agricultural economics
faculty member, Amer Jabarin. We found common interests in rangeland improvement
evaluation, cost and return estimates for crops and livestock, feasibility and economic
analyses. We need to follow up with their publication using their university website,
www.ju.edu.jo.
After we returned from the University of Jordan meeting, Rich and I met to develop the
master outline based on everything we have heard so far and to indicate the primary
interests of our team, as well as a short list to use with a USAID/Kafa’a audience. We
faxed Octavio a copy of the outline and met with Saad, Bob, and Akrum to discuss and
refine it. We then called Octavio to bring him up to date. We typed the short list for use
on Tuesday morning and emailed this list to Octavio (Appendices F and G).
XI.

Tuesday, September 27. We met with Mohammad, Bob and Akrum for breakfast to
discuss the short list and bring in Mohammad’s thoughts. We then broke to add Bob
Hudgens and German Sabillon from Kafa’a. After reviewing our outline with them, Bob
Hudgens indicated they were very interested in having us conduct a marketing workshop
aimed at their extension workers. About a half hour later, Saad and Setta joined the
discussions of the NMSU short-list outline that had been typed the night before.
After the final meeting with USAID, BDRC, and Kafa’a, we left Amman to travel to the
West Bank. After crossing the Jordan-Israel West Bank border on the Allenby Bridge,
we checked into our hotel in Ramallah.

XII.

Wednesday, September 28. Our first meeting of the day was held with Alaa Joma,
Moawfia Swelem, Rami Rabayh, and Azzam Tubaileh (Ph.D. NMSU Agronomy 1985)
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at the Palestinian Authority Ministry of Agriculture. The Ministry of Agriculture is now
supervising about 40 agricultural projects. Their main problem is monitoring and
evaluating these projects. They developed APIS: Agricultural Project Information
System to help coordinate the various projects. They plan to establish a project
management unit within the Ministry to coordinate with each of the projects, funding
agencies and stakeholders, including evaluation and monitoring. They would like to have
assistance in building the capacity of this new unit. The Ministry is trying to build the
environment for private investment in agriculture. Market availability is a major concern
for investors – they have no control (Israel does). They need to build and secure
marketing institutions and facilities. The Ministry is defining Qualified Agricultural
Zones. They now have 4,000 greenhouses in Gaza and can add 10,000 dunnums from
surrounding areas. Preferential treatment will be sought from the European market with
respect to quotas, taxes, and import tariffs. The concept is similar to that of the U.S.’s
enterprise zones. They hope to next turn to the West Bank with such products as Hebron
seedless grapes. Although the European Union will open in 2010 anyway, they are going
to ask for early treatment beginning in 2007. This concept can be linked to the PAPA
project. The Ministry identified needs for assistance in training to meet EuroGAP and
other international standards.
The Ministry is also involved in establishing agricultural councils built around
commodities, such as olive oil, milk, poultry, grapes citrus, vegetables, and date palms.
The Ministry will assist the commodity councils with technical assistance, including
production, marketing, etc., initially. They are monitoring joint research with NARC –
National Agricultural Research Center for applied research and technology transfer. The
Ministry does not seem to have any direct links with universities.
The Ministry has identified weaknesses in agricultural extension. Trying to unify the
extension message. They now have 10 extension programs at the Ministry and will tie
some of these to the agricultural councils. University extension graduates are weak in
ground-level experience. Fieldwork is weak. There is little connection between
universities and the private sector.
Denmark supported an agricultural regional project with Jordan, the PA, Israel, and
Egypt. The project mainly (in the PA view) indicated difficulties in working with Israelis
on a regional project. [Note the warning for the IALC-proposed watershed strategic
planning / joint demonstration project.] At the scientific level, the PA Ministry has no
problem with Israeli participation, but thinks they will encounter nothing except problems
with Israeli control (e.g. travel permits). They would like to see farmer-to-farmer contact
across the West Bank-Israel border.
“Everything is politics.”
Our final meeting of the day was a meeting with Hebron University officials, including
the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Head of the Department of Plant Production
and Protection, a faculty member from the Department of Agricultural Economics and
Extension, a faculty member from the Department of Animal Production and Protection,
and the Manager of University research units. In addition to these three departments, the
faculty of Agriculture at Hebron University includes a soil and irrigation department and
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a nutrition and food science department. We discussed fruit trees, olives, grapes, and
vegetables in the Hebron mountainous area plus the Jordan Valley. Talat AburajabTamimi (the agricultural economist) teaches service courses (introduction to agricultural
economics and introduction to extension) as well as other courses (marketing, food
security, and others). More specialists are needed rather than generalists in the extension
program throughout the West Bank. Marketing has two parts on the West Bank: a
technical part and a political part. Borders, checkpoints, and road/border closures are a
real threat to agricultural marketing, as are the technical issues of packaging and skills.
The West Bank lacks an information system for farmers, i.e. the extension channel is not
open. Talat has been invited to be a member of the grape agricultural council.
They felt the need to establish a database for detailed information concerning local
production (including home use, local marketing, and international marketing), land area
in various crops, and livestock numbers. They need funding to begin. They felt the need
to develop knowledge centers. In livestock they face similar issues: inability to market
livestock and livestock products, high feed costs, rangeland improvement, and extension.
The Vice President was also interested in student exchange programs. All were
interested in extension training programs for all.
After visiting at the university itself, we traveled a few kilometers south to visit the
University’s animal science research facility. They had sheep, goats, and dairy cattle on
the facility, as well as a temporarily empty poultry research barn (student projects were
finished at the end of the last semester and had not begun for the new semester quite yet).
They use their research facilities for students to learn how to efficiently raise livestock.
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XIII.

Thursday, September 29. We met Mike Martin, along with Akrum Tamimi, in Tel
Aviv on Thursday afternoon for a follow-up meeting regarding USAID West Bank-Gaza
project potential. Mike had hoped to discuss our first visit with Paul Forrest – the
agribusiness project leader for USAID WB-G, but other issues including the end of the
fiscal year intervened and Mike was not able to discuss our earlier visit with Paul. Mike
noted that the World Bank agricultural project will have a project management unit
within the West Bank / Palestinian Authority Ministry of Agriculture. The heart of the
agribusiness project being conducted by the USAID WB-G mission is that the
Palestinians are looking for marketing alternatives outside of the Israelis, especially the
Israeli near-monopoly parastatal exporter. Scanning technology for whole containers is
being supplied by the U.S. to Israel to scan imported vegetable containers. There is
conjecture on both sides of the border as to whose problem is controlling.
PAPA is the Palestinian Agribusiness Partnership Activity, a USAID WB-G program
with the PA Ministry of Agriculture. PALTRADE is a Palestinian-led NGO entity that is
running the greenhouses taken over by the PA after the Israelis vacated Gaza. James
Wolfenson (former president of the World Bank) is in the area to lead the disengagement
effort. He has put together a group of philanthropists to compensate the settlers who
were forced to leave their Gaza settlements. Mike will send the World Bank contact
information to assist us in making contact with the World Bank. Mike did not have
anything new to say about the extension/university assessment project.

XIV. Friday, September 30. We spent what was left of Thursday evening in Jerusalem, but
we had to get up at 1:30am to get to the Tel Aviv airport on time for a 5:30am flight. We
arrived at the airport at 2:45 and waited in our first line until 4:00am before we began
screening. We had 10 minutes to spare. After a couple of long flights and one relatively
short one, we reached home about 8pm.
XV.

Post-trip activity.
A. Salem Al-Oun responded to our visit with a follow-up email. He indicated ten
areas of interest for the people of the northern Badia of Jordan.
1. Marketing of agricultural products
2. Organic farming and marketing
3. Extension for farmers in relation to packaging, pricing, changes in
consumer behavior, and national, regional, and international markets
4. Implementation of the international trade agreement and its impact on
Badia agribusiness.
5. Privatization process and its impact on farmers
6. Relationships between farmers and private companies (such as the
tomato processor)
7. The withdrawal of the Ministry of Agriculture
8. Bedouin agribusiness (from camels to irrigated farming)
9. Agro-tourism in the Badia
10. Bedouin women’s labor in the agricultural sector after the reduction
of sheep grazing.
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B. Bob Freitas emailed Setta Tutundjian and Jim Franckiewicz of the USAID
Jordan mission outlining the IALC / NMSU hope for a mission buy-in, to the tune
of $200,000 per year for the next two years.
C. Also attached to this report are a list of contacts (Appendix H), a list of hotels

and transportation contacts (Appendix I), and the NMSU team fact sheet delivered
to various groups during the trip (Appendix J).
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